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ABSTRACr units very demanding on both personnel and
nondestructive testing equipment. Rapid

The new generation of compact, powerful mobilization to meet emergency outage schedules
portable computers have been incorporated into ccnpcunds the problem T overcome these problem,
a number of nondestructive evaluation NDE) a number of specialized automated inspection
systems used to inspect critical areas of the systems have been developed that utilize state-of-
steam turbine a generator uts of nuclear the-art portable computers. Besides controlling
power plants. Due to the omplex geometry of the inspection process, the mputers are used to
turbine rotors, generator rotors, retaining record a analyze data as the inspection is
rings and shrunk-on turbine discs, the conducted. This allows on-site decisions to be
computers are needed to rapidly calculate the made regarding returning the turbine unit to
oPtimum position of an ultrasonic transducer or service and/or to repair or replace components.
eddy current probe in order to detect defects This new technology has had the most ipact upon
at several critical areas. Examples where inspection of rotating turbine mponents such as
computers have been used to overcome pblems the turbine and gerator rotor and generator
in nondestructive evaluation include; analysis retaining rings.
of large numbers of closely spaced near-bore
ultrasonic reflectors to determine their STEAM TURBINE DISCS
potential for link-up in turbine and generator
rotor bores, distinguishing ultrasonic crack Keyway and bore surface regions of shrink-fit
signals fm other reflectors such as the steam turbine discs are prone to stress corrosion
shrink-fit form reflector detected during cracking (SCC) a ondition that can lead
ultrasonic scanning of shrunk-on generator ultimately to disc rupture under normal rotation
retaining rings, and detection and recording of stresses. As a precautionary measure, -many
eddy current and ultrasonic signals from utilities require periodic ultrasonic inspection of
defects that could be M3-Ssed by data installed discs to ensure detection of SOC well
acquisition systems with inadequate response. before it is deep and extensive enough to bring
The cmputers are also used to ontrol scanners about fracture.
to insure total inspection coverage. -ib
facilitate the use of data from detected To meet utility requirements for ultrasonic
discontinuities in conjunction with stress and inspection of discs, a disc bore and keyway
fracture mechanics analysis programs, the inspection system was designed for portability and
computers Provide resentations of flaws in for simple and rapid adaptability to the fall range
color and in three dimensions. The field of disc types encountered at field sites.
computers have been instrumental in allowing Utilizing liquid bubbler coupling and gimballed
the inspectors to develop on-site reports that search unit heads, the system allows inspection of
enable the owner/cperator to rapidly make these discs with a single pair of search units.
run/repair/replace decisions. Examples of Because of the virtual absence of search unit drag
recent experiences using field portable at the inspection surfaces, the fixturing mechanism
computers in NDE systems will be presented is modular, light weight and highly portable. As
along with anticipated future developments. an aid in accurate and reproducible inspections, a

computer algorithm was also developed that
INTRODUCrION calculates the required position and angle

coordinate information needed to perform conplete
The limited access, hostile environment inspections of the bore surface and keyway regions

(radiation, high humidity and temperature) , and of the disc under evaluation. A field portable
compressed work schedule often make the in- 386-33MRz type computer is used for this
service inspection of critical areas of the application.
nuclear power plant steam turbine and generator
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complete coverage of bore surface and (high contact pressure areas can act as form
keyway regions requires placement of search reflectors) produce anomalous ultrasonic signals
units at the cylindrical hub surfaces of the that may be mistakenly identified as defect
disc and at the two web surfaces of the disc. indications. The presence of form reflector
Hub and web scans are performed as separate indications can also ask flaw indications if the
inspections. In the hub scan, one search unit flaws and form reflectors are located in close
is used, and it is perated in the pulse-echo proximity, as in the instance of pitting of the
mode. in the web scan, one or two search units internal ring surfaces along the boundary lines of
are used, and they are operated n the Pulse- contact of rotor winding teeth with the inner walls
echo or through-transmission (pitch-catch) ode of the retaining rings. To alleviate these
respectively. Coverage of bore or keyway problems, a cmpater-based automated scanner was
length in the through-transmission mode is cmbined with a specialized ultrasonic teohnique to
achieved by mving me search unit away fm flaw signals fom the press fit form
the hub along a line on the web face canted reflectors and other extraneous signals. This
with respect to the bore radii while mving the technique om3b1ned with the other nondestructive
other search unit along a similar line on the testing methods provides the utility clients with
other web face. he mechanical portion of the data that can be used for life assessment of the
system is designed to provide all necessary retaining ngs and to assist in run, repair, or
degrees of freedom for setting search unit retire decisions.
angles ad positioning the search unit

supports. The 386 PC based, air-transportable CMPUter
and associated hardware are used to control the

To accurately place each search unit on notion of the scanner, provide two dimensional

the disc surfaces for the ultrasonic scan of information for the precise location of the scanner

each critical area, a caqputer based on the retaining rng, record ultrasonic data, and

calculation program is used. Irput parameters integrate all this information into a color coded
include the actual dimensions of the disc and map of the ring showing the location and estimated

contact surface countour geometry. The program size of detected material discontinuities. The
then calculates the optimum position, in three platted output information is available shortly
dimensions, for placement of the search unit after each scan is complete, allowing the

and the required angle of incidence of the inspection engineers to make on-site judgments of
search unit for transmission or reception (for flaw sverity.

pitch-catch applications) of ultrasonic energy. For rings that are removed frm the rotor for

These on-site calculations are critical inspections of the inside surface, fluorescent

since the disc geometries vary from design to liquid penetrant (PT) and eddy current (Er)

design, and for the modifications of a specific nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques are used.

design. As-built drawings do not usually Due to volume of data acquired, the ET techniques
provide the required auracy to perform the require the use of an automated, cmputer-
inspection. During the ultrasonic scans of the controlled scanner and data acquisition system (see

discs, the computer then serves as a data Figure 1) . The data is presented on the cmputer
recorder of ultrasonic signals from the screen as a two dimensional map of the retaining

critical regions of the disc. The system has ring surface with defects shown by olor coding to
been used to inspect removed individual discs represent their estimated size (red is large, green
and installed discs of Westinghouse, General is small). The two dimensional data rap can be
Electxic, and Allis Ombners turbine designs in printed to represent the flaws in their computed

the United States and at foreign locations. actual size or magnified for detailed analysis.
This system employs the same basic scanner

REIA= G PNGS previously described.

In-service failures of the steel retaining TURBINE AND GENERN�R ROTORS

rings that surround the ends of generator rotors
have caused the utility pamr iJustry, both foss I The hollow rotor forgings of typical steam
and nuclear, to initiate a program of inspections, turbine and generator units experience high stress
repairs, and ring replacements. Present in-plant during peration due to the atybined effects of

inspections u high sensitivity fluorescent thermal and rotational loading. This stress is

penetrant and/or eddy cut-rext techniques to inspect highest in the region at or near the bore.

the outside surface of rings installed on the Material discontinuities aligned along the axis of

rotor. ultrasonic inspection techniques are used the rtor oenterline, with depth in the radial
to inspect the volume and inner surfaces of the plane of the rotor, have the highest pobability of
rings still on the rotors. becoming flaws of concern to the integrity of the

rotor. Due to the nature of the casting/forging

Vken cnventional pulse-echo techniques and process, a great number of material discontinuities
search units are used to examine the iide ring can be found near the rotor bore. The cnditions

surfaces from the outer cylindrical surface of the are very pronounced in rotors fabricated prior to

rings, the boundaries of inside surface shrink-fit 1960.
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Figure 1. Automated cputer controlled eddy current inspection system for retainer ring
examination.

Because these flaws are volumetric in the length of the bore, angular location (a) in
nature rather than just surface phenomenon, degrees around the circumference of the bore, and
ultrasonic testing (UT) is a very con ultrasonic signal aplitude (A). once the data is
nondestructive testing (NDT) method for captured in the above format, it can be presented
locating these flaws in the rotor (referred to as tabulated information or in olor coded (plain
as O'boresonics1l) view) C (cross-section) polar or in an isometric
examination of rotors with a large number of three dimensional presentation (see Figure 2. Ihe
discontinuities, the engineer must determine if data platting software program is known as
these discontinuities are: BOREPLOT.

Case 1. Ultrasonic reflectors caused by Following the nondestructive testing of a
fabrication anomalies such as forged rotor via ultrasonic (UT) methods, the
porosity, nnmetallic inclusions, analysis of the collected data to determine if any
etc. of the above cases exist is a crucial step in

determining the remaining life of that rotor.
Case 2 Reflector such as those in Case Cases 2 a 3 above are such that a mathematical

above, but in such close proximity analysis of the pblem can be attempted. A
that they may link-up and form a caqmter algorithm capable of performing this
discontinuity of concern to future mathematical data analysis is indispensable when
operation. the number of idications is substantial, i.e.

excess of 50 indications near the bore and within a

Case 3 Reflectors that have significant foot or less of distance down the bore.

size and are real growing flaws, To address this problem, a program was
-but may appear as separated
indications due to the irregular written to define a parameter necessary for
shape of the flaw, dispersing or determining if a group of indications detected fran
not reflecting ultrasonic energy nondestructive ultrasonic testing of turbine and
back to -the interrogating generator rotors uld combine to form larger ones.
transducer. The approach used a computer algorithm to model

each detected and recorded indication as a three
In order to rapidly record all dimensional sphere with a iameter equal to the

significant material discontinuities, a equivalent ultrasonic reflection enexgy amplitude)
computer is used to aid in the the data from a flat bttom hole (EFEH . Also, a gap
acquisition. The ultrasonic dta stored in distance between spheres is necessary to calculate
data files is composed of four entries per data potential link-ups between indications. The
point including radial depth (R) from. the program was iplemented following a commonly used
surface of the bore, axial location (Z) down
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Figure 2 Example of 3-D presentation of data collected, shown on the cputer screen, using
a cputerized data acquisition system. The long shaded cylinder represents the
turbine rotor bore (in blue or yellow), the dark dots and lines are the ultrasonic
reflectors (color coded for severity).

data format accepted by industry recognized REF MMCES
computer codes. he gap distance and link-up
parameters were developed empirically and 1. T. EON-SAIANANCA,, "High Pressure T i fe
reviewed against industry developed analysis Assessmerrt Program of Connecticut Light Power
and practices. In addition, these parameters Cmqpany, Devon Station, High Pressure Rtor, 11 Paper
can be optimized further by taking into acount 1, Session 5B, Third EPRI Mine/Generator
other factors such as direction of link-up Workshop, July 20-23, 1993, Albany, New York.
(axial, radial, or circumferential) overall
shape of the link-up (linearetc.), material 2. E.R. REMMU., et al. "Recent Advances in
Composition, stress level, ad location with Ultrasonic Testing of Generator Retaining Rings, 1
respect to the bore surface. The developed Paper 89--LJPGC/Pwr-46, ASME/ , Power Generation
program, known as LINK-UP, provides the Conference, Dallas, Texas, October 22-26, 1989.
inspection engineer with an analysis tool that
can be rapidly used in the field to analyze the
data fm the ultrasonic examination of forged
rotors, fm the outside surface, or fm the
bore and provide the client with on-site
results. The program has been used
successfully in recent examinations. The two
program, BOPE= and LINK-UP, provide an
engineer with a rapid means to analyze
ultrasonic data for iput into such lifetime
assessment programs as the EPRI SAFIER lifetime
analysis program.
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